Downsizing and selling a home can be
very liberating, but can also present
many emotional, physical and financial
challenges. Attendees at a recent
‘Upside of Downsizing’ conference
learn about overcoming the potential
obstacles, along with the eight key
steps of the downsizing process.

Look to the future by simplifying your life
Conference will help boomers, seniors and their adult children

It’s hard to embrace change,
especially when it involves
taking control of your life. These
changes are difficult to undertake
even though they are the path
to a comfortable life as people
age and mature. Moving is not
something most people enjoy,
regardless of the stage of life
they are in when they move. For
seniors and boomers, packing
up a lifetime of memories and
belongings can be emotionally,
physically and financially draining
if the wrong approach is taken.
Similarly, always being concerned
about one’s financial situation
can be very debilitating and
inhibit people from enjoying life’s
experience.
Assisting seniors and boomers
and their adult children through
the process – while providing
reliable information and
access to reputable downsizing
professionals – is what Mary
Spann had in mind when she
launched Upside of Downsizing.
The company specializes in
hosting downsizing conferences
that feature top industry presenters
and exhibitors who can walk
conference attendees through the
process of gaining control of their
lives from start to finish.
The conference addresses
common obstacles in the
downsizing process and provides
solid solutions. Estate-planning
attorneys, counselors, home
stagers, financial planners and
move managers are among the
professionals available at the
conference. They’ll be able
to answer your questions and
help guide you to a variety of
options during your transition
and decision-making process.
The most common question
heard from conference attendees
is how to get rid of all of
their unnecessary items when
downsizing. “They’ve held on
to it all of these years thinking
the children might want it and
they don’t, so they need advice
on what to do with it,” said Jerry
Spann, Vice President of Upside
of Downsizing.
The next Upside of Downsizing
conference is being held on
Saturday, April 22 at the Tacoma
Dome.
Who Should Attend the
Conference?
While an Upside of Downsizing
conference primarily assists
boomers, seniors and their adult

LEFT AND ABOVE:
Exhibitors at the Upside of
Downsizing conference present
valuable products and services
specifically tailored to meet the
needs of seniors and boomers (and
in many cases, their adult children)
as they consider downsizing as
an important step on the journey
toward simplifying their lives.
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children in gaining the freedom
that comes with downsizing, the
process also may help newly
single individuals who are
looking for a fresh start.
Adult children of seniors and
boomers now are playing a more
pronounced role in helping their
parents navigate through the
entire process. Known as the
“sandwich generation,” adult
children are sandwiched between
providing care for their own
children and their aging parents
simultaneously.
“One of the most common
challenges seniors face is parting
with a home they’ve had for
many years. Seniors who are
accustomed to living in a 2,000plus square-foot home may find
it difficult to downsize into a
small apartment,” said Kelley
Smith, Care Partners Senior
Living Corporate Director of
Sales and Management. Smith
said the Upside of Downsizing
Conference is beneficial
for seniors and their adult
children who are beginning the
downsizing process.
“It’s easy to make decisions
based on emotions when
downsizing, and this conference
helps teach seniors and their
adult children how to approach
the process in a more
effective way.”

What to Expect at the Conference
Helpful ideas and insight about
making a smooth and successful
transition to a healthier and more
manageable living environment
are the primary focuses of these
downsizing conferences.
“We help our attendees through
every step of the process, all the
way from preparing their homes
for the market to providing housing
options and making the final move.
When they leave, they know exactly
what steps to take and in what
order,” said Mary Spann, president
of Upside of Downsizing. “The
biggest mistake so many people
make is they start with the wrong
step.”
Conference attendees will receive
tips about downsizing into smaller
spaces, learn about the benefits of
downsizing, discover where and
when to begin their new adventure,
and learn the Eight-Step Checklist
to downsizing successfully and
profitably.
“We took the big step to
downsize,” said Jerrie Hosford,
who attended a conference with her
husband, Ed. “Ed and I are more at
ease and content than we had been
for years. Upside of Downsizing
has been a marvelous inspiration
and encouragement to us and gave
us the passion, knowledge and
support to step into a new and better
lifestyle.”

UPSIDE OF DOWNSIZING®
EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE
WHAT: Upside of Downsizing®
Conference, an opportunity to
learn the benefits and process
of moving to a better lifestyle
PRESENTERS:
Joyce Hill, Real Estate
Specialist
Lisa Poundstone, Interior
Designer and Home Stager
Phil Dyck, Counselor
Todd Blodgett, Estate
Planning Attorney
WHEN: 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Saturday, April 22
WHERE: Tacoma Dome,
2727 East D Street, Tacoma
TICKETS: $25 per person
Through April 8; $35 per
person Beginning April 9
Cost includes lunch and event
materials
RESERVATIONS: Visit
www.UpsideofDownsizing.com
or call 206-430-5249
EVENT SPONSOR:

